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Inspection Summary
1

Inspection on October 29 through November 2, 1984 (Reports
No. 58-254/84-22(DRSS); 50-265/84-20(DRSS))
Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection of the operational radiation
protection program, including: organization and management controls, training
and qualifications, external exposure control and personnel dosimetry, internal
exposure control and assessment, and audits. Also reviewed were anonymously
made allegations from a former contractor employee, and open items. Thei

inspection involved 38 inspector-hours on site by one NRC inspector.
Results: fio violations or deviations were identified.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

B. Bielasco, Health Physics Coordinator
*R.~ Carson, Lead Health Physicist
*l. Gerner, Assistant Superintendent, Administrative and Support

Services
*N. Griser, Quality Assurance
K. Hall, Health Physicist
S. Horvath, Health Physicist
N. Kalivianakis, Station Superintendent

*T. Kovach, Rad / Chem Foreman Coordinator
J. McMillan, Rad / Chem Supervisor
J. Piercy, ALARA Coordinator
J. Sirovy, Plant Chemist
R. Tank, Dosimetry / Records Coordinator

*A. Morrongiello, NRC Resident Inspector

The inspector also contacted several other licensee personnel including
members of the technical and engineering staffs.

;

* Denotes those present at the exit meeting.

2. General

This inspection, which began at 10:00 a.m. on October 29, 1984, was con-
ducted to examine the operational radiation protection program. Also
reviewed were previous open items and anonymous allegations made by a
former contractor employee. During the inspection, several tours of
radiologically controlled areas were made by the inspector to review the
adequacy of radiological postings and access controls. No significant
problems were identified; some matters concerning apparent programmatic
weaknesses were noted and discussed with the licensee. Housekeeping
appeared good.

3. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings

(Closed) Open Item (254/82-02-20; 265/82-02-20): Installation, testing,
and procedures for TMI Actior. Item II.F.1.2. Portions of this item that
remained open are included in Open Item No. 254/84-03-02.

(Closed) Open Item (254/04-03-02): Demonstration of compliance with
Clarification Item 2 of NUREG-0737 Task Item II.F.1.2. Additional calcu-
lations have been perforraed by the contractor using the revised source
terms. The contractor's study conclusions remain that the samples can be
collected, transported, and analyzed within the guidelines of General'
Design Criteria 19.
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(Closed) Open Item (254/84-13-01; 265/84-11-01): -Adequacy of Eberline
SA-9 monitor calibration. Further studies are in progress. This item is
generic to the industry for'this type monitor; individual open items con-
cerning this matter are redundant and being closed.

4. Organization and Management Controls

The inspector reviawed the licensee's organization and management controls
for the radiation protection programs including changes in the organiza-
tional structure and staffing, effectiveness of procedures and other
management techniques used to implement these programs, experience concerning
self-identification and correction of program implementation weaknesses,
and effectiveness of audits of these programs. Audits are discussed in
Section 8.

Since previously reported in Inspection Reports No. 50-254/84-03, several
organizational changes have been made or are planned, including:

a. A. Lewis, a recent MS graduate, was hired as a health physicist and
has reported for duty. There is no specific ANSI N18.1-1971
requirement for this position.

b. S. Horvath, health physicist, has been assigned to a new ALARA Health
Physicist position, reporting to the ALARA Coordinator.

c. J. McMillan, former Rad / Chem Foreman, has been promoted to a new
Foreman Coordinator position. D. Bielema, Rad / Chem Technician, will
be promoted to Rad / Chem Foreman effective November 12, 1984. These
persons appear to meet the ANSI N18.1-1971 requirements for their
positions.

d. M. Zinnen, Rad / Chem Foreman, will be promoted to a new ALARA Planner
position effective November 12, 1984. There are no specific ANSI
N18.1-1971 requirements for this job.

During review of anonymous allegations (Section 9), the inspector noted
that the licensee has no formal method of providing guidance, other than
station procedures, to contract radiation protection technicians during
outages. It appears that some of the allegations resulted because
the alleger apparently was not informed of some programmatic implementa-
tion details. The inspector discussed with the licensee the need to
assure that such details are formally provided to contract radiation pro-
tection technicians; this matter was also discussed at the exit meeting
and is considered an open item. (254/84-22-01; 265/84-20-01)

The inspector reviewed Radiological Occurrence Reports (RORs) written ;

during 1984 to date; there were 50 written. It appears that adequate '

management review is performed and corrective actions for individual RORs
taken. RORs are being tracked at the station and by the CECO corporate i

office to evaluate the need for policy and/or programmatic changes. No !

problems were noted.

No violations or deviations were identified.

l
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5. -Training and Qualifications

The inspectors reviewed the training and qualifications aspects of the
licensee's radiation protection program, including: changes in responsi-
bilities, policies, goals, programs, and methods: qualifications of
newly hirad or promoted radiation protection personnel; and provisions for
appropriate radiation protection training for station personnel. Also
reviewed was management techniques used to implement these programs and
experience concerning self-identification and correction of program imple-
mentation weaknesses. Audits are discussed in Section 8. Qualifications
of newly hired or promoted radiation protection personnel is discussed in
Section 4.

Newly hired rad /chen technicians (RCTs) attend a 12 week formal training
program at the Braidwood Training Center; there are six RCTs at the center
now. After completion of training at the center, the RCTs participate
in a qualification card system at the station where they learn station
radiation protection and chemistry procedures and associated equipment
and are tested in their comprehension. If considered qualified on each,
the qualification card is signed by the tester and a rad / chem supervisor.

Annual retraining for RCTs in 1984 consisted of a one week class; portions
of the training were conducted by rad / chem supervisors and by the training
department. Training included radiation protection and chemistry procedural
refresher subjects and first aid requalification. An off-site audit, con-
ducted since the 1984 retraining, considered the brevity of the retraining
and the lack of technical sessions to be a weakness. The licensee intends
to provide a two week retraining program during 1985, and include technical
subjects. Also, technical subjects are now briefly discussed during weekly
rad / chem supervision meetings with RCTs.

When contract radiation protection technicians report for duty, they
receive about 40 hours of training before starting work. The training
consists mainly of station radiation protection standards and procedure
review. During review of allegations made (Section 9), the inspector noted 1

that station radiation protection procedures are not always detailed enough
to stand alone, and further details should be provided to contract techni-
cians. This matter is further discussed in Section 4.

No violations or deviations were identified.

j 6. External Exposure Control and Personal Dosimetry

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's external exposure control and
personal dosimetry program, including: changes in facilities, equipment,
personnel, and procedures; adequacy of the dosimetry program to meet

[ routine and emergency needs; planning and preparation for maintenance and
refueling tasks including ALARA considerations; required records, reports,
and notifications; effectiveness of management techniques used to implement
these programs and experience concerning self-identification and correction
of program implementation weaknesses. Audits are discussed in Section 8.
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According to licensee records and discussions with the licensee, no station
or contractor employee is expected to receive greater than five rems whole
body dose during 1984. The licensee's goal for 1984 is not to exceed a
total whole body dose of 1600 person-rems. The current projections indi-
cate that the goal can be reached if no unanticipated tasks result from
operational problems. The licensee appears to be in compliance with 10 CFR
20.101, 102, 104, and 202. The inspector verified that the licensee has
reported exposure data in accordance with 10 CFR 20.407 and 8, and 10 CFR
19.13.

The licensee is planning to begin use of a new Radiation Work Permit
(RWP) system in January 1985. RWPs will be issued for all work in radio-
logically controlled areas. The current program does not require an RWP
for jobs where the daily individual dose expected for an individual is
less than 50 mrem, except for cutting, welding, grinding, etc. About
25 percent of the total dose received at the station is on tasks where
no RWP is issued. The licensee believes that inclusion of all tasks
in the RWP program will aid in extending ALARA review and consideration
to lower dose rate tasks.

As discussed in Inspection Report No. 50-254/84-03, significant dose
reduction resulted from decontamination of recirculating system piping.
The licensee expects buildback of as much as 75 percent by the next
refueling and major maintenance outage. Much of the buildback would result
from redistribution from portions of the coolant system that have not been
decontaminated. The buildback cannot be assessed until after shutdown and
decay of short-lived contaminants. The licensee intends to review the
drywell dose rates post shutdown at the next outage, along with antici-
pated work to be performed, and determine the cost / dose effectiveness of
additional recirculating system piping decontamination. The licensee is
using a guideline of 150 person-rems savings as being cost / dose effective.

No violations or deviations were identified.

7. Internal Exposure Control and Assessment

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's internal exposure control and
assessment programs, including: changes in facilities, equipment, per-
sonnel, and procedures affecting internal exposure control and personal
assessment; determination whether engineering controls, respiratory
equipment, and assessment of individual intakes meet regulatory requirements;
planning and preparation for maintenance and refueling tasks including
ALARA considerations; required records, reports, and notifications; and
effectiveness of management techniques used to implement these programs
and experience concerning self-identification and correction of program
implementation weaknesses.

Review of selected airborne surveys showed no indication of exposures
approaching the 40 MPC-hour control measure. Whole body count data was
reviewed for about 3700 counts performed between December 7, 1983 and
October 9, 1984, on company and contractor personnel. Several followup
counts were performed on persons who showed elevated initial counts.
Followup counting was adequate to verify that the 40 MPC-hour control;

.
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. measure was not exceeded.

L 'The licensee permits reuse of respirators by the person who checked it out;
the -respirator is to be bagged and identified while the person is out of'

the area where the respirator is required. :The licensee stated that the
inside of the respirator'should be surveyed for contamination before being

'
raworn. .During review of. allegations (Section 9), the inspector found

that there_is no form _a_], method of relating the contamination check
requirement for the inside.of the masks, before being'.reworn to persons who*

wear masks or to contract radiation protection technicians responsible for. ,

the checks. Need for further formal detailed direction for contracta

technicians is discussed in Section 4. During the inspection, the' licensee4s

made arrangements for the training department to include the contamination
survey requirement in NGET training.

j The licensee has designed, built, and is testing a respiratory protection
mask drying cabinet. During recent extensive outages, as many as 1500
masks were worn in one day. During these peak use periods, the present

; method of air drying masks after laundering has been unable to keep up
4 with-the demand. The licensee intends to redesign the mask cleaning room

to provide a more efficient handling, laundering, drying, and inspection

i flow path. The new drying cabinet is part of the redesign. As described
; in allegations (Section 9), masks occasionally arrived at the issue' point

not totally dry during peak use periods. The licensee believes that the
,

; mask cleaning room redesign will permit complete drying of the masks
1 before reissue.

During a past inspection (50-254/84-03), the inspector noted there were a,
' large number of personal contamination incidents within two station work

groups, including many recurrences by individuals. Since then, the,

! licensee has revised form QRP-1470-SI to include greater detail and
followup on contamination incidents. Also, health physicists have

' been assigned to counsel persons who are frequently contaminated. The
j effect of this counseling program is yet to be assessed.

!

No violations or deviations were identified.

I 8. Audits

The inspector reviewed onsite and offsite audits of the radiation pro-
tection program conducted during 1984 to date. Extent of audits, i

,

; qualifications of auditors, and adequacy of corrective actions were

: reviewed.

i Onsite Quality Assurance Audits

Three quality assurance audits were performed; the subjects were mainly2

I' compliance with selected radiation protection procedures. Three
observations were made concerning failure to adequately complete routine
survey, response check, and surveillance forms. Corrective actions have,

been completed for one observation; corrective actions for the remaining
two are scheduled to be completed by January 1, 1985. The extent of the .

audits, qualifications of the auditors, and corrective actions appear
_

adequate. No problems were noted. j

6'
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Offsite Quality Assurance Audits

The annual offsite quality assurance audit of station activities was con-
ducted on September 11-14, 1984; included was a technical audit of rad /
chem procedures and policies performed by a qualified Ceco corporate
employee acting as a " Technical Observer" to the audit team. One observa-
tion concerning documentation of shift supervisor approvals of Radiation
Work Permits was identified; the observation was corrected and closed
before completion of the audit. The corrective action appears adequate.
No problems were identified.

INPO Audit

The inspector reviewed the report of an INP0 audit conducted during
June 1984. There were eight findings related to the radiation protection
and radwaste programs. The findings relate apparent weaknesses or areas of
possible improvements in licensee pragrams. The licensee has implemented,
and plans to implement several programmatic changes to address the findings.
The changes appear to address the findings.

No violations or deviations were identified.

9. Allegations

A list of concerns regarding possible radiological protection problems at
Quad Cities Station was received at Region III on September 6, 1984. The
list was given anonymously to Region V and subsequently forwarded to Region
III; the list apparently came from someone who had been employed as a
contract radiation protection technician at Quad Cities Station during the
period September through December 1983.

During review of the allegations, the inspector contacted department mana-
gers, health physicists, foreren, technicians, and the ALARA Coordinator.
The inspector reviewed administrative and radiation protection procedures,
survey records, radiation work permits, logs, and ALARA review records.
The inspector noted that portions of the licensee's radiation protection
program, relative to the allegation, have since been improved; however,
other portions appear to need improvement. No violations related to
the allegations were identified. Possible programmatic improvements
were discussed with licensee personnel.

The allegations are presented below in the alleger's words; a discussion
of the inspector's review follows each allegation.

,

a. Allegation-

While attending GET, I noticed that the training film stressed frisk-
ing "only if you think you are contaminated." This is wrong, and I
believe this lead to numerous contamination problems with personnel.

I

f
;

!

!

f
'
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Discussion:

The' General Employee Training (GET) has since been altered; therefore,
what was' taught when the alleger attended the class could not be veri-
fled. In January 1984, Ceco distributed to all operating stations a

_

policy statement and an implementation directive to require whole body
frisking. for all: persons who have crossed a step-off pad, by the

.

end of the second calendar quarter.1984. Quad Cities station estab-
lished appropriate policy statements and implementing procedures to
require such frisking; the program was implemented on May 1,1984.
The GET was changed to instruct persons regarding the new frisking
policy.

b. Allegation:

While at the plant, I noticed numerous jobs in the drywell involving
welding, burning, and grinding. However, even though those jobs were
done in respirators, I don't recall seeing any breathing zone air
samples taken. There.was one general area air sample taken each morn-
ing inside the equipment hatch and this air sample was used to write
RWPs.

<

Discussion: The licensee conservatively uses airline masks when per-
forming any welding, burning, and grinding on contaminated materials
in the drywell. The inspector noted that breathing zone air samples
were collected during the first of any job set for welding, burning,
or grinding in the drywell during the period in question. When
several pipe cuts were made on a given pipe, additional breathing zone
samples were periodically collected. Review of air sample results

'

;

indicated that the respiratory pntective equipment provided was more
than adequate. In addition, the licensee used glove boxes when cutting
out cleanup system piping during this period, thereby limiting airborne
and surface contamination potential. It appears that the alleger was
not aware of the licensee's total program.

c. Allegation: This involves the reactor water cleanup system. The
piping in this system was replaced during this outage. This piping
was from 1.5 to 2 R/hr contact. Instead of taking this piping out in
small easily manageable pieces, they removed sections anywhere from-
7-15 feet long, and moved them up to 30 feet along the grating. The
reason for taking out such large pieces was that this way they knew if
the new pieces would be moved in easy. After the old pipe was lowered
to the main elevation, it was then moved into the airlock, where it i

was cut up into approximately 3 foot pieces, then transported. I
feel, and I stated this then, that the pipe should have been shielded
down and cut into small sections on the spot, then transported, but
I was overruled.

Discussion:

This piping replacement was in Unit 2. The piping in Unit 1 had been
previously replaced using the method the alleger believed preferable.
The licensee's ALARA Coordinator stated that an extensive post-job

|

|
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' ALARA review of the Unit 1 task showed.that a change in method could |

result in dose savings. Some of the reasons for potential dose savings
using the altered method were:

* Less scaffolding needed to be erected and torn down in radiation
and high radiation areas.

* A smaller number of cuts and welds needed to be made in the high
background area.

* Less pipe fit-up time was needed.

* Old pipe could be cut up in lower background area. Because the
piping and background dose rates were not the same, and the method
of cutting.had been somewhat altered, exact dose savings were
difficult to assess. The inspector believes that the alleger
was unaware of the licensee's ALARA review process.

d. Allegation:

There was no procedure for removing " hot" tools from contaminated
areas. They were not surveyed,. tagged as contaminated, or even
bagged up. This also applied to respirators, except that they could
be reworn, contaminated or not, since they were never checked.

Discussion:

Concerning the comment about no procedure for " hot" tool handling,
the licensee's written procedure is not detailed to include a step-by-
step procedure. The licensee's practice in areas where several jobs
are in progress at one time, such as the drywell during major outages,
is to maintain tool boxes within the radiological control zone near
the drywell to store tools not in use. Occasionally, other tool boxes
are placed in a second controlled zone near the drywell entrance;
tools are carried from one zone to the other in plastic bags and
stored in identified boxes; these tools are re-used in the drywell.
Tools to be released for unrestricted use are surveyed before release.
Tools identified by specified color markings are not to be released.
Areas such as the drywell are usually radiologically controlled by
contract radiation protection technicians during major maintenan::e
outages. It appears that the contract technicians were not properly
informed of the licensee's tool handling practices and did not assure
that tools were handled in accordance with these practices. This
matter is further discussed in Section 4.

Concerning the comments about surveying and bagging respirators,
respirators are issued to individuals in a bag and the individual
must return the respirator (in the bag) to the issue point. The
individual must leave his NGET card when issued the respirator; the
card is returned to the individual when the respirator is returned to
the issue point. The respirator is issued by serial number; when the
mask is returned to the cleaning area, the inside of the mask is

I surveyed and checked for contamination. If contamination is present,
the individual is instructed to receive a whole body count.

9.
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Concerning rewearing of respirators, the licensee's policy is that the
wearer can return the mask and obtain a new one, or have a radia-
tion protection technician survey the interior surfaces of the
respirator before it is reworn. It appears that the licensee's policy
for respirator re-use was not being followed. This matter is further
discussed in Section 7.

e. Allegation:

There was no way a worker would check his dosimeter as it was placed
in a plastic bag and taped. They relied on Xetex electronic dosi-
meters with no alarm.

Discussion:

The electronic dosimeter serves the same purpose as.the pocket
dosimeter; neither have an alarm. Use of the two is conservatively
redundant. Persons wearing either are to frequently check the accumu-
lated dose reading to assure they do not exceed the authorized dose.

f. Allegation:

There was no way to ascertain if the respirators had been cleared,
sanitized, checked for damage, etc. We received respirators that were
dripping wet, had torn face seals, torn head stops, missing valves,
missing filter gaskets, and cracked faceplates. Also, the plant reused
filter cartridges without checking the DP across the filter. We also
got filters that were very rusty around the seal surfaces.

Discussion:

During maintenance outages, the RCTs doing mask cleaning / checking are
hard pressed to keep up. The licensee estimates use of about 1500
masks per day during peak periods during the last two major maintenance
outages. When returned to the mask cleaning room, the masks are swipe
checked for contamination on interior surfaces, surveyed for fixed
contamination on interior surfaces, surveyed for fixed contamination,
and placed in mask washing equipment. Filter cartridges are surveyed,
visually inspected, and ten percent are AP checked. There is obviously
some judgement used when visually inspecting the cartridges.

After laundering, the respirators are hung up to air dry. Because of
the high use rate during major outages, the masks may not have been
completely dry before they were needed for reuse. The respirators
are inspected for defects before being returned to service. During
high use periods, cleansed respirators are taken in bulk in plastic
bags to issue stations manned by contract technicians. According to
licensee management, the contract technicians are to reinspect the
respirators before they are issued. However, it is not clear that
the contract technicians were always informed that they were to perform
the reinspection. This matter was discussed with the licensee.

|
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- g .- ' Allocation:

' Around the' trash _ compactor in the' Unit 2. trackway, there is a six foot
wall. On one side of this wM 1, where compacting.is. happening, the

~

workers are in respirators. In the main passage way, however, there
is no protection required. Also, radwaste boxes would be filled and
left in the trackway with no identification or caution signs on them.
I feel that this practice is not consistent with a good ALARA program.

Discussion:
3

Compactible potentially contaminated trash is_ collected in plastic
bags and surveyed for direct radiation; if a bag reads greater than
100 mR/hr, it is taken to radwaste instead of the trash compactor.

.

The compactor is a baler where the material is plact.d in a bin and
': a ram compacts the material into bales which are banded by hand.

During compaction, the compactor housing is enclosed except for one
; side which has slots to permit air to escape; an air hood draws the
'

air from the slotted side into a filtered ventilation system. Licen-
see personnel wear protective clothing and half masks while handling
the waste. An air sampler is operated near the handling operation

! when work is being performed. The inspector selectively reviewed the
! results of air sample analyses; no activity significantly above LLD

has been detected. The respirator equipment is conservatively used4

because of the potential for airborne activity, not because of its
presence.-

,

The radwaste boxes discussed in the allegation are large metal cont-,

ainers into which the bales are placed; the containers hold two to four
bales, depending on the size of bales generated and the intention to

,
place solid objects made of wood or metal into the container with the

1 bales. One container is filled at a time; the container is placed
! outside the concrete block separating the bailer area from the trackway
j area. After filling, the lid is placed on the container and bolted on.

j The container is then placed behind a second concrete block wall for
storage until shipment. According to the licensee, low level dry4

I active waste is not baled until a container can be filled; these
containers are in the trackway, with material in them, only long
enough to complete a bailing / loading cycle. A review of survey data-

1 on filled containers indicated that they normally read between 5 and
30 mR/hr on contact. The inspector was unable to arrive Jt a good

; estimate of dose that could be received by persons walking past the
; containers while being loaded and handled. However, based on an |

2 overview of the entire dry active waste handling / packaging / preparation l

for shipment program, it appears the licensee has attempted to mini-#

mize the total dose received by using good radiation safety practices.

; h. Allegations:

The RWP program stated that an RWP was needed only if the person
thought they were going to pick up 50 mr or more total exposure in
an entry. There was no limit on entries into contaminated areas for
RWP use. This means that, theoretically, people'could enter High
Radiation Areas without an RWP.

11
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Discussion:

.What.the alleger described is correct except that the 50 mr is a daily
administrative dose limit of 50 mrems; and an RWP is always required
for . work involving welding, flame cutting, grinding, sawing, or
heating radioactive material other than within specified special areas.
The licensee's Radiation _ Work Permit (RWP) program is not in violation
with regulatory requirements. The licensee however, intends to
initiate on Januar'y 1, 1985, a program whereby all persons entering
radiologically controlled areas will be covered by an RWP. The revised
RWP_ program should provide better dose accountability and thereby aid
performance of ALARA reviews of tasks with lesser dose potential.

i. Allegation:

Unfortunately, once we took an air sample we never got the results
back until the next day,-if then. A lot of time _our air samples were
lost.

Discussion:

The CECO rad / chem technician assigned to the counting room has
instructions to immediately inform the rad / chem foreman on duty of
all abnormal air sample results, so elevated results would not have
been ignoreal. The licensee stated that contract radiation protection
techniciens were informed of this procedure, and were directed to call
the counting room to obtain absolute results for breathing zone air
samples. These instructions, however, appear to have been verbal;
there was no method of assurance that all contract technicians were
properly informed. This matter was discussed with the licensee.

(Section 4)

Concerning alleged lost air samples, the inspector was unable to find
evidence about this matter, because about one year had elapsed.
Assuming that there was some validity to the allegation, the inspector
discussed with the licensee the need to assure that contract techni-
cians are adequately instructed in air sample handling practices.

(Section 4)

The alleger also stated that he could cite other examples such as people
not being dressed right,- not wearing respirators right, not shaving while
wearing respirators, sweeping in controlled areas, etc. The inspector
noted that these are matters which an adequately trained and responsible
contract radiation protection technician should handle as part of his
duties if given adequate authority and direction from the station. These
matters were discussed with the licensee. (Section 4)

10. Exit Meeting

~The inspector met with licensee representatives (denoted .in -Section 1) at
the conclusion of the inspection on November 2, 1984. The inspector
summarized _the scope and findings of the inspection. In response to items
discussed by the inspector, the licensee stated that they would review the

12
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- need .for providing radiation protection program implementation details to
contract radiation protection technicians. If it is determined that the
need exists, the method of implementation would be developed and imple-
mented by the next refueling cutage. (Section 4).

1
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